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I. INTRODUCTION
Sensor guided behaviors are essential for the autonomy of mobile robots. This paper repolts the development of preliminary behavioral autonomy for a compliant hexapod robot (RHex -Robot Hexapod, http:llwww.rhex.net) using on-board inertia and vision sensors. RHex, shown in Figure 1 , is a 47 x 40 x 24 cm, 85Kg, powerautonomous robot which locomotes by coordinating the motion of six independent legs rotating around the hips. Synchronizing the legs three by three, the robot produces alternating tripod gaits which behaviorally resemble that of a bipedal Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) 111.
Varying the rate of leg re-circulation and structure of leg synchronization allows the robot to walk, jog, run and turn [2] .
The robot's operation, however, is restricted to direct human control, constraining the operational range to the operator's line of sight. Furthermore, high speed motions such as running are difficult to control and require complete attention from the operator. These restrictions are mitigated through the application of autonomous behaviors and navigational aids.
Inertial guidance primarily enables straight-line motions. Guided by an on-board gyroscope, the behavior compensates for heading variations induced by the naturally swaying stride, and provides the operator with direct control of the robot's heading. Inertial rate information is measured at 3WHz, supporting high-rate control of heading. This control further enables motions such as turning at an operator-specified rate.
Visual guidance enables robot motion which is registered to environmental features. To demonstrate this capability, two types of line following behaviors are explored, corresponding to the two forms of visual servoing controllers found in the literature [3]. The first is a position-based controller which computes error in the robot workspace. The second is an image-based controller which computes error directly from image features. The latter strategy has the further benefit of respecting field of view constraints. Both of these guidance strategies free the operator from needing to continuously command to the robot.
The development of this small set of autonomous behaviors constitutes a first step toward operational autonomy for RHex. It further provides insight as to the validity of simple motion models for dynamically complex mobile platforms such as RHex.
A. Previous Work
The capability of following a line is useful for guiding autonomous platforms such as unmanned aerial vehicles. Whang [4l proposes to guide aircraft through waypoints connected by straight lines. The controller relies on first order motion models and maintains the aircraft within bounded heading accelerations. The controller's experimental validation, however, is limited to simulation.
Line following can also be viewed as a special case of trajectory tracking, a field addressed by a large body of literature. Some work focuses on sensor-based path planning and other on motion control or a combination of planning and execution. 
APPROACH
Three approaches for sensor-guided behavior are described here. The first is a controller that uses inertial sensing to steer the robot and the remaining two are vision-based l i e following controllers.
A. Motion Models for RHex (Templates)
The SLIP and Lateral Leg Spring (LLS) [lo] templates describe RHex's motion in the sagital and horizontal planes, respectively. These models have limited application for robot control, however, because their anchoring in the physical system is yet unavailable.
A simpler horizontal motion model is the kinematic unicycle. Similarly to unicycles, RHex is subject to nonholonomic constraints preventing lateral motion and is controlled through forward and rotational velocities. System identification of the steering behavior indicates that accurate unicycle models grow in comlexity as the robot Here the control inputs are U and v f , specifying the angular and forward velocities of the robot, respectively.
with 0 and representing the current and desired heading of the robot, respectively.
As predicted by [Ill, the complexity of the steering dynamics increases at running speed. Empirical evidence suggests that the beading dynamics are better modeled as a second order system of the form
with d > 0. Accordingly, at running speed, the policy
stabilizes the heading dynamics of (3).
C. Virion-guided Line Following
For the line following controller, RHex is modeled as a kinematic unicycle with a constant, known forward velocity vf in (1). Experiments described in Section IU demonstrate the validity of this approach at walking and jogging speeds. At running speed, however, second-order dynamics result in loss of regulation. Here, rather than directly commanding $e gait offset, the same policy, (6). is used to command 0 of the inehal guidance controller (4). The result is a control policy that compensates for the second order effects and enables line tracking with reasonable efficacy.
I)
2) FOV Respecting Controller: This controller uses camera-friendly coordinates to guarantee maintaining camera field of view (FOV) constraints while guiding the robot to the line. 
B. Inertia-guided Navigation
The purpose of inertial guidance is to control the robot's heading at all speeds. Experiments show that adjusting the gait offset directly controls the angular velocity [21, affecting only the t h i d IOW of (1). To accomplish heading control, U is set proportional to the heading error, Figures 2 and 3 . In terms of the standard unicycle coordinates, w1 and w2 can be rewritten as WI = AltanQ + wz = t a n @ where AI is defined in Figure 3 . Using this relationship, the unicycle kinematics (1) can be written in w-space as Clearly, regulating this system to w = 0 and holding it there is equivalent to following the line at velocity U,. As a result, the line following problem is solved by finding a closed loop policy for U that stabilizes (7). b) Field of Vim Constraints: In addition to achieving line following by stabilizing (7), the controller will ensure that the line intersects both the top and bottom of the image at all times. In w-space, this leads to following set of inequalities where Zb is half the image width. Define R to be the set of all w such that the inequalities of (8) are satisfied. The set R is a parallelogram in the w1-w~ plane as shown in This naturally leads to a precise formulation for the FOV-constrained line following problem as Problem I (FOV constrained line following): Find a steering policy U : lR2 + IR such that the closed loop system that results from applying U to (7) has the following propenies:
I ) w = 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point.
2) The region of attraction for w = 0 includes all of 3) R is positive invariant. then the steering policy 
Condition (9) guarantees that A > 0 for w E R, so the condition V > 0 becomes AkzLw > u { W~ -AkiWz Note that since PzH(l + wg) > 0, the absolute value of large fraction in the last line is greater than Iufwzl. This, together with the fact that w2 > 0 on Rl ensures that the right hand side is negative. Since Lw > 0 on RI, V < 0 for any kz > 0. Careful inspection and using the fact that w1 > 0 on R2 yields 0 < P < &, so this case can he proven by showing that kz ( W W l + wz) > y .
Dividing both sides by wz yields
Since $ > 0, the condition kz > 2 guarantees that Note that due to the symmetry inherent in boundaries and ?=ring policy, similar arguments can he used to show that V < 0 on O3 and 0 4 . As a result, V < 0 everywhere in R under the conditions of the Proposition, which yields asymptotic stability of the origin. Positive invariance in R is guaranteed by the fact that the boundaries of R coincide with a level set of V.
RESULTS

A. Inenia-guided Navigation
The performance of the inertia-guided controller is evaluated through two metrics. Since the task is to maintain RHex's beading, the first metric is the average deviation of the robot from the reference heading under steady state operation. The second metric measures the reactivity of the controller and is expressed by its settling time following a step change in reference heading. e ) Straight Line Navigation: Straight line locomotion is achieved through application of the controllers of Section U-B. Gains for the controllers are experimentally tuned to provide near critically-damped steering. Figure 5 shows a typical run at jogging speed, where the robot's heading is successfully controlled. The figure also demonstrates that the heading oscillates at approximately 2Hz, the characteristic jogging stride frequency.
To evaluate the controller's performance, the reference heading is abruptly changed and the robot's reaction is observed as the controller converges to the new reference. A battery of experiments indicate that the robot resumes steady state operation within approximately 2 seconds of a 15-degree disturbance (Figure 6 ). Table I summarizes the performances achieved at the three speeds over flat terrain. It is worth noting that the average angular deviation achieved at jogging speed is notably smaller than that at walking speed -the implication is that the robot's motion approximates that of 'a unicycle more accurately when jogging. At running speed, substantial motion dynamics induce greater deviations.
n Impact of inenia-guided navigation on robot operations: The advantage of relying on the gyroscope for guidance is emphasized when the robot operates in challenging environments. Over rough terrain, for example, RHex has difficulty maintaining its heading. The inertiaguided controller helps overcome this problem and enables navigation through pebbles and rocks in a relatively straight line. Figure 7 showcases the contrast between the two situations. The task here consists in traversing a 1Om-long testbed filled with uneven rocks. Left to itself, RHex is soon thrown off course. With inertial guidance, the robot successfully completes the course despite large heading oscillations due to the ruggedness of the terrain. Table Ii reports the performance of the straight-line controller on different surfaces. As expected, the average angular misalignment grows with the ruggedness of the terrain. The controller successfully maintains the robot on a relatively straight line in all experiments. The inertia-guided controller also steers the robot at user-specified turning rates. By varying the reference heading over time, it is possible to drive RHex through controlled trajectories. Figure 8 depicts the orientation of RHex as it tracks a monotonically increasing reference heading, effectively driving the robot on an arc of constant radius.
B. Vision-guided Navigarion
As with inertial guidance, two measures are used to quantify the controller's performance. With the goal of following the line at all time, a natural metric is the average distance between the robot and the line. The second metric assesses the system's reactivity by measuring its settling time as it responds to a step input.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 . RHex uses a Sony DFW-V300 camera operating at 30Hz to detect a 3cm-wide yellow tape laid on the ground. Wsion software extracts the line through color segmentation at camera frame-rate, utilizing a K I M + , 300Mhz Pentium-I1 class embedded computer. Figure 9 is a representative plot of the robot's distance to the line being followed. The average distance is less than a centimeter at walking speed, a small error relative to the size of the robot and the distance traveled (3Om). Another measure of the controller's performance is its reaction to step input, expressed here in terms of settling time. The experimental procedure consists in positioning the robot off the line and observing its behavior as the controller converges. When experiencing a 30 cm disturbance, the settling time of the linear controller is about 4s at walking and jogging speeds (Figure 10 ). The nonlinear controller's settling time is about 2.5 seconds at walking speed and 5 seconds at jogging speed. The step response at running speed is not measured because substantial dynamics prevent the engineering of consistent disturbances. Ongoing research is extending sensor-based capabilities to include robot state-estimation through visual registration and inertial sensing. These efforts will enable robot localization, online tuning of gait parameters and improved locomotion notably at running speed and in 
